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Abstract. The concept of innovation in doing things in an advanced way at times 

compels the researcher to commit plagiarism. Plagiarism detection is as yet a 

troublesome issue in ethical writing practices. Numerous plagiarism detection tools 

have been made to recognize plagiarism but even the best of the recognized tools 

cannot identify better than a human eye. In this study, we propose an innovative NLP 

approach for intelligent plagiarism detection over existing systems. The current 

research is based on experimenting with an already accepted cum- published paper 

into a journal, after being examined by plagiarism detection tool at that journal 

forum. The innovative approach was able to provide an enhanced originality-check 

report giving plagiarism type remarks as well, as compared to the one released by the 

forum. Exploiting both the semantic and structural features makes this approach a 

hybrid one. Plagiarism guidelines based heuristics have been explored to formulate 

generic rules of detecting all plagiarism forms.  

Keywords: plagiarism detection guidelines, plagiarism taxonomy, paraphrasing, 

intelligent plagiarism, idea plagiarism 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The ease of information sharing through the word wide interactive communication 

technologies has encouraged literates to search online for content in desired format. This facility 

has resulted in a negative consequence where people attempt to author their work (writing, 

formatted and structured files, reports, codes) by replicating other people’s ideas or work 

without appropriate acknowledgement particularly observed in academia. As on date, 

plagiarism detection task is one of the most crucial IR tasks with inter- disciplinary touch on 

academic writing ethics, text mining and NLP that still holds a lot of unsettled issues on 

benchmarking and threshold settings. Some of them are rather trivial; some require 

sophisticated algorithms and empirical rules to be applied in order to serve plagiarism detection 

manifold benefits. 
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Statistical survey on different types of plagiarism, identified over variety of plagiarized 

scripts reveal that every year, plagiarist checkers have succeeded in exploring extrinsic 

plagiarism tasks, while intrinsic plagiarism solely depends on stylo metric feature analyses by 

exploiting the structure of the documents mandatorily An exhaustive survey was done on 

plagiarism detection framework taxonomy based on textual features, semantic features, 

structural features, candidate document retrieval models and detection methodologies. Few 

conclusions that have been obtained out of the survey are discussed below. 

Idea plagiarism arises in the downstream hierarchy of intelligent plagiarism type which 

cannot be unveiled without exploring text semantics that carry the idea as well as the locality of 

context in the document structure in (Alzahrani 2011). 

This paper orients on out lining steps toward detection of idea plagiarism, an area yet to 

explore in depth, the rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some of the 

related works reviewing research initiatives on intelligent plagiarism. Section 3 discusses the 

guideline rules formulated for intelligent plagiarism variants. Section 4 introduces the proposed 

approach for plagiarism detection with experiment of live (offline) data sets.  Section 5 

describes experimental observations and compares the originality reports obtained from our 

method with that obtained from a commercial (already-in-use) plagiarism checker tool by 

RJCITS. Finally, section 6 discusses conclusion with social benefits of the method adopted and 

future work in this area of research. 

II. THE STATE-OF-ART 

Most of the research work carried out in disparate geographic locations has been found 

scattered and non-uniform and have been using Natural language processing techniques as 

evident from literature since 1990s.  The most popular cited works were published in the past 

decade. A major milestone in plagiarism detection is popularly attributed to Roig. M. who 

proposed an exhaustive set of guidelines to ethical writing practices that presents itself as a 

recognized instructional material sponsored by Office of Research Integrity (ORI). He had 

systematically explained various plagiarism types with illustrations using exemplary plagiarized 

text fragments. Roig. M. has clearly declared idea plagiarism as one of the real academic 

problems that need further investigations. On the other hand, plagiarism detection research 

community led by Alzahrani was able to demarcate the boundary conditions among varied 

plagiarism forms lately in the current decade (Salha Alzahrani et al 2009 - 2015). They 

presented the taxonomy over varied linguistic patterns into three major categories: literal, 

paraphrasing / text manipulation and lastly intelligent forms. These forms have been identified 

across black-box versus white-box designs, extrinsic versus intrinsic plagiarism detection tasks 

as well as even for monolingual versus cross-lingual systems. In this direction, an attempt was 

made to design an intelligent plagiarism reasoner tool: iPlag. This tool incorporate hybrid 

methodology for exploiting document structure and performing n-gram based statistical overlap 

over similar document components ranked in order of statistical relevance (Salha Alzahrani et 

al, 2011). The tool provides plagiarism based originality report along with plagiarism type 

remarks too. 

A new term: 'Obfuscated Plagiarism' was coined in the early years of current decade by the 

above mentioned research community. A pioneering work was done by Kucecka T. (2011), 
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which aimed to identified four types of documents obfuscation  viz. cosmetic obfuscation, 

paraphrasing, scrambling obfuscation and snuffing obfuscation never the less, these unethical 

practices exhibit one or more combinations in literal or paraphrasing categories, as quoted   in 

Roig's  guidelines (M. Roig, 2006) (Kucecka T.,2011). 

In order to deal with intelligent plagiarised text fragments, as reused by Alzahrani ,et al from 

time to time, hybridized combination of character based, word-vector based , syntactic and 

semantic modules have been developed, yet vary in their performance evaluations. Although 

(Christina Kraus, 2014) published a review on recent state-of-the-art methodologies: reference 

based copyright infringement, antic comparability, role labeling and latent semantic indexing to 

combat intelligent plagiarism forms, (Alzahrani's et al 2015) work on detecting highly 

obfuscated plagiarized texts gained the maximum popularity that was based on fuzzy semantic-

based comparability model. This model outperformed well as compared to five baseline (word-

to-word and sentence-based) approaches. 

Surveyed literature till date shows that until last decade, the majority of research was focused 

on verbatim plagiarism like word-to-word plagiarism and paraphrasing plagiarism as reported 

by plagiarism detection communities (Angry R.A. , 2014) and (S. Alzahrani, 2012).  Non 

verbatim modes of semantic and idea plagiarism is still in its nascent stage for detecting 

challenging task for as mentioned in a work by (S. Alzahrani, 2015). Introduce external text 

plagiarism technique and furthermore do the examination and investigation of some of 

plagiarism detection tools  and found that with smartly changed content are not recognized by 

these online accessible devices (seo small tool, Plagiarism Checker, Turnitin)by (Vani K et al, 

2016). Research Group in Computational Linguistics, University of Wolverhampton, UK, 

proposed a method for Automatic Detection of Plagiarism Using Natural Language Processing 

and attempted to find out the synonymy, paraphrasing similarity in sentence. It used Corpus of 

plagiarized short answers (Clough & Stevenson, 2009). In this paper text pre processing is used 

and for detail comparison, trigram similarity, language model probability, dependency relation 

matching (Miranda Chong et al, 2011). 

III.   INTELLIGENT PLAGIARISM DETECTION GUIDELINES 

Till date, no kind of benchmarking is done on setting plagiarism detection guidelines as 

reported by (Miguel Roig 2006). He had put forth twenty-seven guidelines to help academician, 

and writing professionals, identify and guide practising ethical writing practices. The plagiarism 

detection criteria as enlisted here, although not fixed or valid for classifying plagiarism in every 

context, however acts as guidelines towards successful generic plagiarism detection tests. The 

premier version comprising twenty-seven guidelines was later revised in his subsequent 

publications (Miguel Roig 2015). 

As demanded by plagiarism check steering committees, plagiarism reports usually convey 

percentage of phrase for further refinements. Hence there was a need to map the guidelines in to 

output reports, based on Alzahrani's plagiarism classification hierarchy just the similar way as 

Indiana University Bloomington mapped a finite set of decision rules (for checking plagiarism 

on student's text answers) in to a well defined plagiarism classification hierarchy. Hence an 
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opportunity was sought to fit guidelines framed by (Miguel Roig 2015) into Alzahrani 

taxonomy of plagiarism (Alzahrani 2012).  

 

 

3.1 Plagiarism Rule Hierarchy 

 

At this juncture, we were able to assimilate the predominantly accepted Roig's guidelines 

with Alzahrani taxonomy by reciprocating them in the form of IT-THEN rules as explained one 

by one below: 

Rule1: If authors take at least one idea copied word-to-word from the other original source 

material AND proper citation is not done THEN the researcher is not safe and this is word-to-

word plagiarism. This rule was inferred from guideline 2 as LITERAL type in plagiarism 

taxonomy (M. Roig, 2015 and Alzahrani, 2012). 

 

Rule2: If at least one idea borrowed from the other original source is paraphrased into own 

text fragment AND proper citation is not done THEN the researcher is not safe and this is 

paraphrasing plagiarism. This rule was an assimilated outcome of guidelines 3 - 7 fitted into 

TEXT MANIPULATION-PARAPHRASING type in plagiarism taxonomy. 

 

Rule3: If the few words of paraphrased  content  is replaced with their synonym, antonyms 

AND citation missing THEN this is called  semantic plagiarism, that has been crudely signaled 

in guideline 8 and PARAPHRASING style as viewed in plagiarism taxonomy.  

 

Rule4: If whole idea or at least one idea borrowed from the other original source given in 

recorded conversations, interviews, correspondences or (audio-lectures, speeches, and from 

electronic media)) AND (In-text / Reference citation missing) THEN this can be presumed as 

documented idea plagiarism. This plagiarism form was not in Roig's guidelines (2006) and also 

not in guidelines (2015).  

 

3.2 Plagiarism Detection Heuristics 

Consequently, we arrived at revised plagiarism classification hierarchy by reducing 27 

guidelines of Roig (2015) in outlined frame. Table3.2 illustrates the guidelines mapped to 

corresponding If-THEN rules for plagiarism detection in various categories. With the assistance 

of proper citations, one can distinguish and cross examine the contents that have been 

discovered similar (might be paraphrased, semantic similar or idea borrowed) in the research 

work is plagiarised or not? As we can see that proposed table clearly classify the types of 

content similarity. 
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Figure 3.1: Plagiarism Detection Heuristics partially borrowed from Indiana University Bloomington Plagiarism test 
document (2017). 

 

It may be noted that apart from the rules formulated as IF-THEN, it also becomes necessary 

to check proper styling of citations, by which one can identify and cross examine the contents 

that have been found similar (may be paraphrased, semantic similar or idea borrowed) in the 

research work as plagiarized or not? There are different types of styles that should be followed 

as in-text citations in the body of document. Some common formats of these in-text citations 

like “Sentence” [1], “Sentence” [1], (Sentence, 1), Sentence (1) are also included as criteria for 

detecting, whether the wholly / partially matched content reflects plagiarism or ethically cited 

texts. 

 

IV.  EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

 

In this section, we elaborate the detailed experiment as performed an offline set of suspicious 

document and its three cited references whose full text versions were also a part of input text.  

The approach was designed to detect the degree of closeness of each passage of the suspicious 

manuscript with cited references manuscripts. It cannot be disagreed that source author are in a 

habit of referencing to the punctuation styles, phrases, idioms or at the worst, usage of 

indeclinable, in process of citation from a reference manuscript. Such practices usually lead to 

idea plagiarized text formulation in the target manuscript. The intension behind using such set 
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of live data sets (text manuscripts) was to unfold, any idea or concepts existing in the suspicious 

document as a whole or in one of its sections or in one of its sentences of sections passages.   

 

4.1 Manuscript Pre Processing 

 

Our experimental setup takes up plagiarism detection task from the cited set of references 

papers as the source articles. Such offline set of source are bound to be accessible, if appropriate 

conditions are set during submission of authors manuscripts. The details of suspicious 

manuscript and reference manuscripts and there file components is shown in table 4.1. All 

reference manuscripts are the reference papers declared in reference section of suspicious 

manuscript. The suspicious manuscript is checked with all three of the reference article cited on. 

 

TABLE 4.1: INPUT MANUSCRIPT SUMMARY FOR EXPERIMENT 

Sr. 

No 

Manuscript Title Manuscript 

Type 
File Components 

1. 

"Statistical Survey on Big Data        

Analytics".(K. Prasad et al 
2016) 

Suspicious 
abs_vocab.txt, key_vocab.txt , 

seed_vocab.txt  Suspicious.txt, 

2 

"Data, DIKW, Big data and 

Data science". (Gu Jifa et al 

2014) 

Source 
/Reference 

Ref1.txt, 

3 

"Beyond the hype: Big data 

concepts, methods, and  

analytics".(G. Amir et al, 2015) 

Source 
/Reference 

Ref2.txt, 

4 
"Applications of big Data: 
Current Status and Future 

Scope".(S.S. Karla, 2014) 

Source 

/Reference 
Ref3.txt 

 

4.2 Manuscript analysis steps: 

 

The steps of analysis upon the pair of manuscripts mentioned in the previous section are 

outlined as follows: 

1. Extract noun phrases (NPs) from the abstract portion of the suspicious manuscript 

to form abstract specific vocabulary, let it stored in file abs_vocab.txt 

2. Append keywords of that manuscript upon abs_vocab.txt to form seed vocabulary 

of suspicious manuscript; [abs_vocab.txt+key_vocab.txt = seed_vocab.txt] 

3. Search these seed words in each paragraph of suspicious manuscript section wise 

and each paragraph of all the reference  manuscripts, spot that paragraph, if any 

number of seed words found. In our experiment there were seventeen paragraphs in 

suspicious manuscript while nine, twenty-seven and fourteen paragraphs in 

reference or candidate source files 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Authors extend to design 

the notion of paragraph whose sentential length is few sentences describing a 

topic/concept in logical continuity. 

4. Match each paragraph (1-17) of suspicious manuscript with all the spotted 

paragraphs of reference manuscripts due to matching of at least one commonly 

matched seed word phrase(s). In this way, a finite set of candidate paragraph-pair 
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combinations from suspicious manuscript and reference manuscripts are fetched for 

subsequent processing. (A maximum of 17*9+17*27+17*14= 850 matching 

combinations can be found, when our suspicious manuscript was compared with its 

first three references named as ref1.txt, ref2.txt and ref3.txt respectively that are 

treated as candidate source files for comparison). The observations reveal that, fifty 

seven paragraphs were spotted, when compared with candidate source file ref1.txt, 

fifty-two paragraphs from ref2.txt and seventeen paragraphs were spotted from 

ref3.txt. 

5. For each of the paragraph pair fetched in step 4, extract the selected Parts of speech 

(POS), forms from noun family {NN, NNS, NNP, and NNPS} and verb family 

{VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ} to compute the similarity of two paragraphs 

(A, B) defined in expression (1). The detailed account of POS tags can be obtained 

in Stanford typed dependency manual (Manning 2006). We use the similarity metric 

to identify the content commonality between paragraphs A & B symbolized by 

sim(A, B), which is considered to be at least 15% (assumed threshold). 

 
sim(A, B) = S(A)S(B)  S(A)S(B)                                 (1) 

 

Here, sim(A, B) is the extent to which, common words appear from both 

paragraphs, where S(A) and S(B) is a set of NPs and VPs family of words found in 

the paragraph A and B.  

6. At times, the word (phrases) may not match with the synonymous/acronyms of the 

text. This step is performed only when sim(A, B) is found less than 50% and these 

paragraph pairs do not get detected with paraphrasing similarity. Thus, paragraph 

pairs are now said to exhibit semantic similarity (with text manipulation), if 

Simsynonym(A, B) lies between 30% to 50%. 

7. The last step is initiated only when the paragraph pairs skip the condition of being 

semantically similar after trying synonymy containment criteria of similarity 

computation labeled as sim (synonym) similarity metric. We have assumed sim (synonym) 

>= 30% as threshold for detecting semantic (paraphrasing) plagiarism. In this step, 

typed dependency structures of sentential pairs are checked for semantic similarity 

denoted by simrel (A, B), such that 

 

 
 simrel  (A,B)  =   1*|S(A,n)S(B,n)+0.67*|S(A,n)S(B,n)|+0.33*|S(A,n)S(B,n)| 

               Min (countA, countB)                                                  (2) 

 

In expression (2), S (A) and S (B) represent the typed dependency relationships of 

sentence pairs and countA and countB shows the total number of relationships found 

from Stanford type dependency parser. Also, the three weighted terms of numerator 

component indicate the different degrees of semantic overlap i.e. complete, partial and 

minimum overlaps, observed upon the matched typed-dependency relations extracted 

out of the input sentence pairs. As a result of the above two steps of similarity 
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computation, the similarity values were tabulated for suspicious (test) manuscript 

against three reference manuscripts in tables 4.2. 

 
TABLE 4.2: COMPARISON BETWEEN SUSPICIOUS AS WELL AS REFERENCE 1, REFERENCE 2 

AND REFERENCE 3 MANUSCRIPTS 

Sl. 

No. 
Suspicious Manuscript Reference Manuscripts 

Similarity 

(step 5, 6) 

Similarit

y (step 7) 

Type of 

Plagiarism 

Review 

Remarks 

1 <Manuscript>ParaID1 <Ref1>ParaID7 22.22 35.22 Idea 

Plagiarized 

according 

to rule 2 

2 <Manuscript>ParaID2 <Ref1>ParaID8 34.29 ------- paraphrasig 

Plagiarized 

according 

to rule 2 

3 <Manuscript>ParaID3 <Ref2>ParaID10 39.29 ------ paraphrasing Plagiarized 

4 <Manuscript>ParaID10 <Ref2>ParaID17 30.61 ----- paraphrasing Plagiarized 

5 <Manuscript>ParaID11 <Ref2>ParaI21 20.29 56.27 Idea plagiarized 

6 <Manuscript>ParaID12 <Ref2>ParaID22 22.45 56.31 Idea 

Not 

plagiarized 
citation is 

available 

7 <Manuscript>ParaID12 <Ref2>ParaID23 16.95 53.14 Idea 

Not 
plagiarized 

citation is 

available 

8 <Manuscript>ParaID13 <Ref2>ParaID24 36.36 ---- paraphrasing Plagiarised 

9 <Manuscript>ParaID14 <Ref2>ParaID25 52.86 ---- paraphrasing 

Not 

plagiarized 

citation is 
available 

10 <Manuscript>ParaID17 <Ref2>ParaID5 18.92 75.55 Idea Plagiarized 

11 <Manuscript>ParaID17 <Ref2>ParaID7 17.24 45.61 Idea Plagiarized 

12 <Manuscript>ParaID17 <Ref2>ParaID18 19.05 58.25 Idea Plagiarized 

13 <Manuscript>ParaID17 <Ref2>ParaID26 50.00 ----- paraphrasing Plagiarized 

14 <Manuscript>ParaID8 <Ref3>ParaID6 18.18 33.40 Idea Plagiarized 

15 <Manuscript>ParaID16 <Ref3>ParaID14 25.0 69.33 Idea Plagiarized 

16 <Manuscript>ParaID17 <Ref3>ParaID2 15.79 24.36 Idea Plagiarized 
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Figure 4.1 Plagiarism Report generated by plagiarism-checker tool, (Courtesy: ISCA - RJCITS-2016) 

 

It is evident from the tabulated observations of table 4.2 of the current work that the resulting 

plagiarism originality-check report shall provide much in-depth analysis of each detected 

plagiarized instance of the suspicious manuscript, each remarked with a plagiarism 'category 

label' too. This exploratory outcome is sure to supersede the conventional style of reporting 

plagiarism; one such report instance generated by a plagiarism detection tool used by ISCA-

RJCITS reviewers is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

V. Conclusion: 

In spite, so many known plagiarism detection tools have achieved recognition and are 

accessible tools on the web, still, we cannot comment about its generic utility and suitability 

with unanimity. The mentioned work is in progress in order to generate a presentable and 

comprehensive plagiarism report as an outcome of detecting semantic and idea plagiarism 

types. It may be noted that the source article is confined to the documented (offline) reference 

papers cited by the authors of the suspicious manuscript put to experimentation. Another 

important question arise in the task series is, whether plagiarism reports generated with the 

mentioned approach will prove their validity with reference to reports put up by human 

assessors. Subsequently, a question crops up, as to what threshold value should set to the 

percentage detection of semantic and idea plagiarism types in order to declare the suspicious 

manuscript as a predominantly plagiarized one or acceptable one, keeping in views, the global 
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standards of acceptability as 15%. For convenience of domain expert, Standard Plagiarism 

Policies for idea plagiarism and their penalty are required that should be common for all those 

who are doing text reuse. In totality, the proposed system of plagiarism detection has some 

uniquely identified beneficiaries: In the event that researcher formulates his / her own work 

with fair intentions of not duplicating or sticking to other work, our framework gives assistance 

to cross verification for references under such situations. Even the colleges and Universities can 

make some legitimate approaches for making rules / standards for penalizing plagiarized 

manuscripts and encouraging ethical writing practices so that it becomes exceptionally helpful 

for publishing committees on various platforms and an open and clear message gets conveyed 

to scholars conferring their own research areas. 
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